
Addendum

58 An Evening of Music by Dust Devil Heart
Donated by Elise Morrison and Holley Anderson

Treat yourself, friends, family, and/or colleagues to an evening of music by local singer/song writers
(and SUUS members) Holley and Elise! Enjoy big hearted original songs and beloved originals by artists
such as Lucinda Williams, Leonard Cohen, and the Indigo Girls.

Where: Mutually agreeable
When: Mutually agreeable

59 Blue and White Patchwork Market Bag
Donated by Cathy Stuart

No more plastic! Shop in style with this blue and white patchwork lined market bag.

Minimum Bid: $10

60 Floral Hobo Bag
Donated by Cathy Stuart

This floral hobo bag is lined with ticking and trimmed with a yellow sunflower.

Minimum Bid: $10

61 Treadmill
Donated by Rebecca Loew and Paul Carmichael

Exercise in your own home!! Tired of wasting time driving to the gym? Want to go for a run but the
weather is not cooperating? This barely used Proform treadmill comes with 22 workouts and 12 incline
levels. Whether you need to slow down or you get the urge to sprint, you have complete control over
your workout with just the touch of a button. Quickly change your speed or incline without breaking
your stride or concentration. This treadmill is i-Fit compatible and it is convenient and easy to fold the
deck up and the treadmill out of the way.

New owner is responsible for picking up the treadmill; we can help you connect to good-willed truck
owners who may be willing to assist with the move, if needed.

Minimum Bid: $50

62 Babysitting Services
Donated by Lori O'Sullivan
3 available.

Lori O'Sullivan, SUUS' Nursery Care provider is offering 5 hours of babysitting. No holidays please.

Where: Mutually Agreeable
When: Mutually Agreeable
Minimum Bid: $75



63 Babysitting
Donated by Benna Lehrer

Benna will provide one evening (up to four hours) of babysitting for up to three kids.

Where: Mutually agreeable
When: Mutually agreeable

64 Matted Photographs
Donated by Bill Stuart
8 available.

A series of 8 matted photographs by Bill Stuart. Something for everyone!


